Querying the ill-defined stroke diagnoses on death certificates and their effects on type-specific mortality in Taiwan.
In Taiwan, the high proportion of stroke deaths of which the underlying causes of death (UCD) has been classified to ill-defined categories, has impeded valid type-specific mortality studies. The aim of this study was to assess the extent of changes in the distributions of stroke subtypes and mortality after querying the certifying physicians. There were 2632 death certificates issued from January through June 1998 in Taiwan of which the UCD was classified to ill-defined cerebrovascular disease categories (International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision ICD-9 code 436 or 437.9). Staff of the Office of Statistics, Department of Health copied 2035 death certificates issued by hospitals and mailed them back to the certifying physicians to request more specific information on the stroke subtype. Responses were obtained for 1505 (74%) of the 2035 queries sent. Four fifths of these (1191/1505) resulted in a change to a more specific code. In most cases, the ICD-9 code was changed to 431 (cerebral hemorrhage, CH, 239/1505) or 433-4 (cerebral infarction, CI, 819/1505). After the querying, the percentage changes in the age-adjusted death rate (per 100,000 population) for CH were +16% for men and +20% for women; and for CI the percent changed were +100% for men and +130% for women. The changes increased as the age of the deceased increased. The changes in the CH/CI death ratios resulting from querying were greater in younger (less than 65 years old) age groups than in older age groups. Given the large gains of more specific information on stroke subtypes, querying is a useful method to improve the quality of cause of death statistics. However, the large changes in distributions and death rates of different stoke subtypes as a result of querying, show the non-querying mortality data are not suitable for type-specific analysis.